diversity and women's health: a feminist formations reader - once focusing solely on reproduction and reproductive matters, the study of women's health has expanded to include cardiovascular disease, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, and osteoporosis. Amazon.com: an introduction to science and technology - an introduction to science and technology studies, second edition, reflects the latest advances in the field while continuing to provide students with a road map to the complex, interdisciplinary terrain of science and technology studies. Distinctive in its attention to both the underlying philosophical and sociological aspects of science and technology, *between the gender lines: the science of transgender* - gender identity haunts every aspect of our lives dictating the outcomes of our conversations. Our workplaces, our relationships. Even our bath products. Before most infants are named, they are assigned a sex based on the appearance of their external genitalia. By a third party, these decisions are dolled out in a typically binary fashion with no expectations for ambiguity. *Women in science technology engineering and mathematics* - a statistical overview of women's education, employment, and leadership in science technology engineering and mathematics. Stem in Australia, Canada, Europe, *Friday essay: science fiction: s women problem* - science fiction is a popular and lucrative genre, but most authors are men and relatable female characters are sadly lacking. Given this entrenched sexism, it's time for publishers to take, *Social science history bibliography* - Academy of social sciences, the United Kingdom Association of Learned Societies. In the social sciences, formed in 1982, gave rise to the Academy of Learned Societies for the Social Sciences. Incorporated on 24th September 1993, which became the academy of social sciences on 5th July 2007. *Commission on the social sciences* - Commission on the Social Sciences, notes from the meeting on 15th December 2000. By Ron Johnston, *Penn Press Book Series: University of Pennsylvania* - University of Pennsylvania Press book series. The following series are published by Penn Press: Alembics, Penn Studies in Literature and Science.

*Feminism New World Encyclopedia* - Liberal feminism asserts the equality of men and women through political and legal reform. It is an individualistic form of feminism and feminist theory, which focuses on women's ability to show and maintain their equality through their own actions and choices. *Books: NYU Press NYU Press* - Publisher of academic books and electronic media publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of fields, Berkeley Arts Letters this season - Nathan Englander presents *Kaddish* (Com TUESDAY APRIL 2 2019 7:30PM Hillside Club 2286 Cedar St Berkeley) Tickets available now.

Berkeley Arts Letters presents Pulitzer finalist Nathan Englander for his *Best work yet: a brilliant, streamlined comic novel* reminiscent of early Philip Roth and of his own most masterful stories about a son's failure to say *Kaddish* for his father.